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COVID-19 may have halted rehearsals 
in 2021 but with Singapore reopening 
in 2022, a new dawn breaks and the 
10 Artists-In-Training of our BEYOND 
DIS:PLAY programme got right down to 
work.

Following months of online theatre 
training, countless revisions of scripts 
and a week of intensive filming, 
FACE TOGETHER finally made its digital 
premiere on SISTIC Live on 2 April.

As Singapore’s first fully inclusive 
play written by mainstream and 
disabled playwrights, and performed 
by a multi-racial cast of D/deaf and 
disabled actors, the reaction online 
was overwhelming with 137 audience 
members applauding when the 
screening came to an end.

The post-show meet-the-cast session 
was equally met with heartfelt 
congratulations. Audiences took the 
time to discover what went on behind-

If you missed our digital 
premiere, fret not! You can 
still watch FACE TOGETHER 
on our YouTube:
bit.ly/FaceTogether_
FullShow

If you enjoyed the show, 
please give it a ‘Like’ or leave 
an encouraging comment for 
the cast.

We would also like to take 
this opportunity to thank 
the National Arts Council’s 
Cultural Matching Fund for 
supporting this project.

Welcome To My World: FACE TOGETHER
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ACHIEVEMENTS

the-scenes such as the re-writing of 
scripts to include a monologue for 
each actor, the incorporating of song, 
dance and instrument-playing for more 
variety and the integration of creative 
narration and captioning so that 
everyone can enjoy a universal design 
of access. 

FACE TOGETHER truly marked 
the triumphant return of ARTDIS 
(Singapore) Ltd’s ‘Welcome To My 
World’ performance.

Compared to the eleven editions 
prior, this theatre-film production 
demonstrated the high quality and 
standard of performance persons with 
disabilities can achieve with the right 
environment and dedicated resources.

Directed by Peter Sau (Head of Artistic 
Development and Performing Arts 
at ART:DIS), he worked together 
with industry professionals such 
as Philip Tan (Creative Director of 

2015 ASEAN Para 
Games), Dr Dawn-
joy Leong (Goh 
Chok Tong Enable 
Awards – UBS 
Achievement 2021) 
and Woong Soak 

Some of our actors made their debut with this production and were grateful for the opportunity 
and support ART:DIS had provided.

For instance, Sky Shen (below) is a young singer-songwriter who has amassed a steady following 
on YouTube from his covers of anime theme songs. FACE TOGETHER marked his first time acting 
and though he found the process physically strenuous, he shared: “During these unpredictable 
times, art remains important in connecting people, sharing stories and providing comfort. For 
many members of the cast, it is our hope that there would be more artistic projects that are led by 
artists with disabilities.”

Echoing his sentiment was Foo Xu Hui (left). The passionate young actor aspires to perform in 
the international arts scene so that she may advocate for persons with disabilities through dance, 
music and theatre. “I am honoured to be one of the voices of the disabled in FACE TOGETHER 
as this production signifies the breaking of stereotypes in the art scene and the increased 
possibilities of art-making for the disabled community,” said Xu Hui.
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CONGRATULATIONS FROM 
THE COMMUNITY

“I would just like to say 
thank you for such a great 
show. It has left quite an 
impact in my mind and 
heart. FACE TOGETHER 
has definitely planted a 
lot of seeds of thought to 
ponder and action upon.” 
–Jodee Kua

“The production was so 
beautifully written and 
acted out. The lyrics also 
had so much heart and 
soul! I love how this show 
had so many layers for us 
to think about. Bravo to the 
amazing team!” –Isabelle 
Lim

“It was a wonderful 
production. To all the cast, 
it was very heartwarming 
to see all of you pushing 
past boundaries and 
reaching your limits. 
The performance was 
very well-coordinated, 
really creative and much 
appreciated by the 
audiences.” –Leslie Tan

“Well done to the crew 
and fantastic job to all the 
cast! The emotions they 
imbued into their acting 
really enabled me to enjoy 
watching the performance.” 
–Muhammad Saifudeen

“I just wanted to say that 
throughout this entire 
show, there was not a 
single hint or mention 
about the cast’s disabilities. 
This is truly talent first and 
disability second. Congrats 
to everyone and I definitely 
can see this being staged 
in the theatre!” –Ammar 
Ameezy

“Thank you to all the 
cast, crew and creative 
production team for this 
amazing and meaningful 
show. Special kudos as well 
to the beautiful singing by 
the choir!” –Wang Shao Kai

Teng (Singapore Young 
Photographer Award 2018) 
to mentor and prepare our 
artists-mentees for the 
stage.

bit.ly/FaceTogether_


Evaluating 249 artworks from young artists 
with disabilities was no easy feat and after days 
of deliberation, we have 9 winners, 15 merit 
recipients and 3 Public Choice award recipients 
for the 19th edition of our See What I See art 
competition! 

Making this tough call were judges Huang 
Zhanwen, a veteran artist renowned for his 
painted portraits and has been commissioned 
by former Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew for 
such, and Dr Dawn-joy Leong, a researcher 
and practitioner whose work in autism, 
neurodiversity and multi-art praxis was 
acknowledged at the Goh Chok Tong Enable 
Awards (UBS Achievement 2021).

“This is my first time reviewing such a large 
number of artworks and having to narrow it 
down to a few was not an easy task as I loved so 
many more than I could choose! As an autistic 
artist with hyper senses, I operate very much

See What I See
2021 winners 
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A digital award ceremony was held on 16 April to officially congratulate 
all winners for the creativity and thought behind each of their stunning 
works. There was much laughter and good cheer from the young artists, 
parents and caregivers in attendance.

Mrs Toh, mother of Kai Jie who is the first prize winner from the children 
category (left), said: “Every artist starts out first as an amateur. I hope that 
Kai Jie will continue growing as an artist. We are both proud and grateful 
for receiving this award!” 

The winners were especially excited to hear that a physical exhibition 
will be held in their honour. Through such a public showcase, we hope 
that more will come to realise the diverse abilities and untapped potential 
of persons with disabilities. Stay tuned to our Facebook page for details 
about this exhibition!

Child winners 
1st  - Toh Kai Jie 
2nd - Syakirah Shanurfahmi
3rd - Muhammad Mashardy
Public Choice – Tristan Gan
Merit - Nikhil Kambhampati,
             Letysia Sa’at, Aila
             Bakhtiar, Rachel Zeng,
             and Eion Ong

Youth winners 
1st  - Siti Kamarudin 
2nd - Joy Koh
3rd - Ruan Guo Zhi
Public Choice – Danish Sharin
Merit - Zulkhairi Azam,
             Nathaniel Aw, Randy
             Wah, Joven Goh and
             Belle Yow V

Young Adult winners 
1st  - Tay Wan Lin 
2nd - Timothy Chan
3rd - Ng Eline
Public Choice – Timothy Chan
Merit - Ang Le Qi, Kevin
             Yeong, Heng Choon
             Yang, Saifudeen Salim
             and Joanne Ng

sensorially and naturally gravitated towards pieces that spoke powerfully to my senses or had unusual 
compositions of objects, rhythms, patterns, colours and textures,” shared Dr Dawn-joy.

For both judges, it was evident that every submitted entry shone in its own unique light and deserved 
to be appreciated. It is their hope that all the budding artists will continue practicing and using art as a 
medium to communicate.

Syakirah Shanurfahmi loves pink. Her artwork is a 
homage to nurses for she sees them as heroes who 
provide constant care for the sick and injured (left).Wan Lin similarly views all hospital frontline workers 

as heroes for they protect others before themselves 
(above).

Siti (right) would like to thank her teacher for taking 
care of her while Timothy (below) salutes his mother 
who stood strong during waves of uncertainty.For Tristan (bottom right), his Pokemon friends kept 

him company throughout the pandemic and are thus 
his heroes.

Art has helped Joy Koh express her 
feelings. She sees every individual as 
important and having a job to play 
in making sure everyone is safe and 
healthy during this pandemic. She thus 
views everyone as superheroes and 
applauds all of them (right)!
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Teacher Billy is one of our 
Fine Arts teachers. He is 
a multi-disciplinary artist 
with different areas of practice 
revolving around photography, 
paper making, sound and 
installation art.

The Fine Arts programme will 
equip budding minds with 
traditional art knowledge and

skills. Students will learn the difference between 
shapes, colours, lines, light and shadows, 
textures and patterns. They would further hone 
their observation skills, and practise following 
instructions, exercising choice, articulating ideas 
and expressing themselves.

ART:DIS @ Bukit Merah is our third and latest arts centre that is scheduled to open in July, and we are 
excited to announce the launch of five new Foundation level art programmes there – Stop-Motion 
Animation, Angklung, Electronic Drums, Hip Hop Dance and Malay Contemporary Dance! Our highly 
popular Fine Arts and Digital Illustration programme would also be opening up new classes there.

To introduce said programmes to prospective parents and students, we organised our inaugural Virtual 
Open House on 22 and 23 April. With much fanfare, we welcomed parents and shared with them our 
learning approaches. Our teachers then discussed at length what students can expect to learn in each 
programme whilst demonstrating a short class. Parents and students who attended these sessions 
were intrigued and interested about the new programmes and could not wait to register with us.

To all current Foundation level students of ART:DIS, we encourage you to join us for this informative 
and exciting Virtual Open House on 20 May (7:30–8:30pm) or 21 May (5:00–6:00pm). Register your 
interest today: bit.ly/RSVP_OH2022. For more information, visit artdis.org.sg/openhouse-2022

Fine Arts

Stop-motion 
Animation
& Digital
Illustration

Teacher Joe is a digital artist who 
specialises in 2D animations, sprite 

illustrations and storytelling.

The Stop-Motion Animation 
programme will teach students the 

narrative arc through a familiar 
medium. By taking sequential photos 

of an object and combining them 
into a video, students learn how to 

convey ideas in a fun medium.

The Digital Illustration programme 
allows students to explore sketching, 

colouring and blending on a digital 
canvas. In a fuss-free environment, 
students will quickly improve their 

drawing techniques and confidence 
to articulate opinions.

Teacher Irwan is a veteran music 
instructor and percussionist with two 
decades worth of experience in the local 
music scene.

The Electronic Drums programme 
focuses on the basis of all music – 
rhythm. In class, students will learn 
to count, retain information through 
repetition, develop creative expression 
and build hand-eye coordination.

Electronic
Drums

Puppetry

Teacher Luqman is a street dancer 
who is passionate about nurturing 
the young to follow their dreams.

The Hip Hop Dance programme provides a structured 
method of learning whereby students will build coordination 
and balance through exercises, utilise their body to express 
themselves and follow instructions through observation.

Teacher Beng Tian is an independent theatre 
practitioner who is especially passionate about 

children’s theatre.

The Puppetry programme will teach students 
various techniques in constructing drama within 

theatrical art, as well as enable them to express 
themselves, improve their cognitive skill and 

strengthen their ability to work as a team.

The Angklung 
programme will 
have students 
working together 
to produce a 
beautiful melody. 
In a group-based 
class, students 
will strengthen 
their appreciation 
of ethnic arts, 
learn to read 
music sheets and 
improve their 
social & cognitive 
skills.

Angklung

Teacher Mei is a 
flautist and music 
teacher who is 
well-versed in 
instructing various 
instruments, 
including ethnic 
percussions.

Hip Hop 
Dance

Malay Dance
(Contemporary)
Teacher Hasyimah is a Malay 
dancer, choreographer and 
teacher who is well-versed 
in dance forms such as Asli, 
Inang, Joget and Zapin.

The Malay Contemporary Dance programme takes an 
inclusive look at the possibilities of the body to move. 
Beyond learning multi-ethnic traditions and customs, 
students will also improve overall physical, cognitive and 
social functions, and build their own self-confidence.

Our new Foundation programmes are supported by 
Temasek Foundation. We would like to thank them for 

enabling and empowering our students through the arts!

bit.ly/RSVP_OH2022
artdis.org.sg/openhouse-2022


Together with the National Arts Council, 
we are proud to organise a series of 
Masterclasses that aims to facilitate even 
greater diversity in Singapore. By learning 
from industry and subject-matter experts, 
participants will understand how to better 
collaborate with and mentor artists with 
disabilities.

Kicking things off was our Inclusive 
Dance Making masterclass. Conducted in 
collaboration with Diverse Abilities Dance 
Collective, facilitators Kavitha Krishnan, 
Subastian Tan, June Lin, Arassi Rajkumar 
and Jaspreet Kaur took participants 
through a series of exercises that activated 
their minds towards communicating in an 
inclusive way

A majority of participants have never 
worked with people with disabilities before 
and felt enlightened. One participant even 
reflected how the experience had provided 
him practical tools on how

Masterclass: Inclusive Arts

COLLABORATIONS

he can make space to 
include more voices into the 
ecosystem.

Following this masterclass, we continued with two sessions of Inclusive Music Making. Helmed by multi-
disciplinary creative and veteran music director Philip Tan, as well as singer-songwriter Sky Shen who has a 
steady following on YouTube, they introduced participants to how technology has greatly increased access in 
the music sector. Many participants found the insights shared by the facilitators, especially on the needs of 
persons with disabilities in the areas of learning, valuable and eye-opening.

“The participants of these sessions ranged from those with no 
musical background to education experts who have been conducting 
research on music for PWDs. Sky and I were able to design specific 
projects and learning frameworks for each participant to maximise 
their potential, engage them with new knowledge and challenge 
them creatively. I am excited for more upcoming masterclasses with 
ART:DIS,” shared Philip Tan.

Race For Inclusion was ART:DIS’s inaugural 
virtual race, bringing together disabled and 
non-disabled individuals to run or walk 
together for a common cause – a more 
inclusive ecosystem. From 12 March to 15 
April, more than 2,290 racers clocked a total of 
204,105km, which is about 1,275 times around 
Singapore!

We would like to congratulate all racers 
who obtained their Finisher badge, and 
further applaud those who went beyond by 
participating in our four awards – Popularity 
(most liked social media post), Empowerment 
(top 3 fundraising campaigns), Inclusion (3 
teams who ran/walked with a PWD) and 
Challenger (top 3 longest distance racers).

Many would not have crossed the finish line 
without the encouragement of our ambassadors. 
Throughout the race, our students Choo Jun 
Wei, Sebastian Ng, Alexavier Ang, Janel Jiang and 
Leann Eng cheered racers on (pictured clockwise 
from top left).

Their stories from how the sports and arts 
helped them develop cognitive and psychomotor 
skills, as well as broadened their world through 
greater friendship circles, inspired many racers 
and propelled them to take an extra step towards 
greater acceptance of diversity in society.

Race For Inclusion

We would like to extend our appreciation to all who have supported the race, especially our 
partners NTT Ltd and 42Race. If you would like to support our cause of providing quality art 
programmes for students with disabilities, please find the different ways you can contribute on 
page 15 of this newsletter.
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Want to be notified 
of such events 
organised by 
ART:DIS? Simply 
sign-up to our 
mailing list at 
the footer of our 
website: 
artdis.org.sg

https://artdis.org.sg/


OUR COMMUNITY
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The Lunar New Year marks the 
start of a fresh year and families 
often welcome Spring by 
cleaning their homes, ridding it 
of accumulated clutter from the 
previous year. For many needy 
or elderly folks, they do not have 
the resources to accomplish 
this.

This was why North East 
Community Development 
Council (NECDC) and Young 
NTUC started Project Refresh 
five years ago. For its sixth 
edition, the initiative continued 
to enhance the living conditions 
of families and further enabled 
artists with disabilities to give 
back to community.

Seven of our Artists-In-Training 
stepped up to be part of this 
project, generously donating 
34 of their paintings to families 
in the Pasir Ris and Tampines 
neighbourhood.

Giving back with 
Project Refresh

As ambassadors of ART:DIS, Noah and Trevor also accompanied Mr Desmond Choo (Mayor of NECDC) 
and Mr Sharael Taha (Advisor to Pasir Ris-Punggol Grassroots Organisations) to personally greet and 
deliver the artworks to families. 

“To me, community is like a family who is always there to support one another. I am therefore very 
happy to be able to share love and encouragement to the families of the project. Through my art, I 
hope that their children are able to feel my passion and likewise follow their dreams,” shared Trevor.

Students Beatrice Goh, Chong Yao Qing, Kenneth Lee, Ariel Koh, Joshua Tang, Noah Tan 
(above) and Trevor Lee (below) brightened the homes of many families with their artworks.

The warm smiles and gasps 
of joy from the recipients 
of the artworks were 
infectious. For many of 
them, this was their first 
time receiving a painting 
and were thrilled to have a 
colourful piece of work in 
their home.

“Everyone can play a part 
in building a more caring 
community, including 
persons with disabilities 
who are integral members 
of society. Today’s effort 
shows the strength of our 
spirit as we see people 
from all walks of life 
coming together to help 
others,” added Mayor 
Choo.

The pandemic may have robbed 
our ability to travel but our 
wanderlust persists. To provide 
some respite, ART:DIS curated an 
exhibition that transported viewers 
to Norway for a glimpse of its 
natural beauty and the Maldives for 
a dive into its watery depths.

Held at PARKROYAL on Beach Road 
from 7 October 2021 to 31 March 
2022, and with the support of UOL, 
this exhibition of 14 paintings from 
our professional artists Natalie 
Holstad and Gregory Burns gave 
viewers hope that there is light at 
the end of the tunnel.(ABOVE) Artic Light – Natt by Natalie Holstad. Priced $1,463. View her 

portfolio: thegallery.artdis.org.sg/natalie-holstad

ART:DIS x 
PARKROYAL
And sure enough, just as this exhibition drew to an 
end, Singapore’s multi-ministry taskforce announced 
the easing of community safe management measures.

To celebrate this greater freedom in our social life, 
as well as the resilience of our spirit for the past 
two years, ART:DIS renewed our collaboration with 
PARKROYAL on Beach Road and UOL. The second 
edition of this exhibition runs from 1 April till 30 June 
and features dynamic streetscapes of Singapore from 
Raymond Lau and the idyllic charm of local kampong 
life from Chang Kim Ngoh.

(RIGHT) Cityscape of Singapore by Raymond Lau. Priced $12,000. 
View his portfolio: thegallery.artdis.org.sg/raymond-lau-poo-seng

Urban Colours From 4 January to 29 April, a kaleidoscopic 
32 artworks were exhibited at The Gallery @ 
Changi City Point. These were painted by ten 
of our professional artists who were inspired 
by characteristics of the pop art and cubism 
movements. 

Several individuals were quite taken with our 
artists’ portrayal of subjects in an abstract 
manner and added them to their personal 
collection. If you would like to own a piece, 
view our virtual exhibition (bit.ly/ARTDIS_
UrbanColours) and contact sales@artdis.org.sg

We would like to thank Maybank for supporting 
this exhibition!

(LEFT) Golden Papaya ($296) and Lobster Claw Heleconia 
($324) by Nicole Koo: thegallery.artdis.org.sg/nicole-koo

https://www.thegallery.artdis.org.sg/urbancolours


In both Singapore and South Korea, numerous artists 
with disabilities and advocates have been making strides 
towards building a disability-centred arts ecosystem. 
Two recent cross-cultural panels, in which Peter Sau 
(Head of Performing Arts & Artistic Development 
at ART:DIS) and Claire Teo (an Artist-In-Training of 
ART:DIS) participated in, is one such example.

International panels 
about inclusion

In his panel, Peter shared how shifting paradigms from within 
organisations, creating a common language of needs, and 
building bridges between government and artists were three 
effective strategies for the disability arts scene. Alongside 
other art administrators and artists, he further examined the 
politics of representation, necessary elements for progressive 
arts development and the role of critics in the arts ecosystem.

Over at her panel with fellow disabled artists and advocates, 
Claire too had a lively discussion. She touched upon her 
practice as a visually-impaired artist-educator, as well as 
discussed how art ecosystems can be encompassing without 
falling into the trappings of exclusivism.

An audience member further prodded the panelists to share 
how they would like to see the field evolve, and Claire said she 
was excited about how there are a lot more inclusive spaces. 
“This panel is another way we can connect more deeply with 
people around us. This sharing of resources, expertise and 
thoughts is a way we can create commonality so that we don’t 
see each other as so separate anymore,” she added.

To watch the panel with 
Peter, Alecia Neo and 
Wonyoung Kim, please 
visit this link:
bit.ly/AE_SGSKPanel_2

To watch the panel with 
Claire, Danial Bawthan 
Wheelsmith, Kyeong Ae 
Ro and Kyeong Ho Jeon, 
please visit this link: 
bit.ly/AE_SGSKPanel_1

Over in Japan, efforts are also underfoot to 
empower persons with disabilities (PWDs) 
through the arts. One example is the 
symposium International Festival for Arts, 
Inclusion and Diversity. By gathering arts 
practitioners from around Asia to exchange 
experiences in facilitating arts projects with 
PWDs, it is hoped for that “no one is left 
behind” in society.

We were honoured to have Peter Sau kick off 
the symposium with a presentation about how 
ART:DIS was able to thrive even in a pandemic. 
The strategies he shared spurred much 
discussion, and we would like to thank Arts 
For All Japan for the opportunity to share best 
practices with other like-minded peers.

By making their voices heard both in the public and 
private spheres, as well as establishing frameworks 
that loosen existing and entrenched structures, 
these panellists hope to bring about change and 
see more dynamic and equitable spaces emerge. 
We would like to thank Arts Equator, Equal Dreams 
and Taeyoon Choi Studio for providing this platform 
for critical conversations and allowing us the 
opportunity to share our experiences. 

Off to the 
opera, we go!

Our first excursion since the pandemic was 
filled with much excitement as 74 students 
and staff went to watch an opera! L’Inganno 
Felice (“The Blissful Deception”), written by 
Gioachino Rossini, Italy’s most celebrated 
19th century composer, tells the tale of how 
a faithful wife wins back her husband’s love 
despite the many obstacles in her way.

First staged in 1812 to great success, this 
Singapore premiere was presented by 
Lirica Arts and with an impressionistic 
touch, the cast was transported to ancient 
China at Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts’ 
Lee Foundation Theatre.

Thanks to generous patron-sponsored tickets facilitated 
by founder of Lirica Arts, Martin Ng, our students and 
staff were able to enjoy this experience! Mesmerised by 
the classical performance put up by an excellent cast of 
Singapore’s top opera singers, our students went home 
feeling inspired. We look forward to future opportunities 
with Lirica Arts!

Enabling FundPersons with disabilities looking to acquire 
vocational training and independent living skills can 
now apply to Temasek Trust-CDC Lifelong Learning 
Enabling Fund! Administered by SG Enable, 
applicants will receive $1,000 to defray course fees 
or learning support devices costs.

Our Foundation students in the Fine Arts, Clay, 
Cajon, Choir, Vocal Music, Ukulele, Speech & Drama, 
Creative Dance, Piano and Violin programmes are 
eligible for this reimbursement Artists-In-Training 
in the Fine Arts and Ceramics programme will also 
enjoy this benefit. Apply: bit.ly/tt-cdcllef

Photo credit to @kai.classified. It features Martin Ng 
as Batone, an unwilling henchman in the opera.
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bit.ly/AE_SGSKPanel_1
bit.ly/tt-cdcllef


Upcoming 
Event

Volunteering 
Opportunities

20 of our Artists-In-Training will showcase 
the output of their visual arts training in a 
group exhibition! Under the theme positivity, 
students began conceptualising their 
artworks over the past year and worked hard 
to complete it while juggling school work and 
job commitments.

From experiences that bring them joy to 
moments in time that drew a smile on their 
face, our young artists poured their emotions 
into the paintings on display.

More details about the exhibition will be 
announced on our Facebook page: 
facebook.com/art.dis.singapore 

If you would like to visit our gallery and the 
exhibition, please book an appointment with 
sales@artdis.org.sg.

Title: Parallel Retrospection
Type: Exhibition
Date: 5 June – 24 July 2022
Venue: The Gallery @ Changi
             5 Changi Business Park Central 1 #03-01
             Changi City Point, Singapore 486038

Painted by Artist-In-Training Floyd Thien

Painted by Artist-In-Training Simeon Tan

YOUR SUPPORT GOES A LONG WAY
Our visual and performing arts programmes help persons with disabilities express 

themselves, gain confidence and be part of a community that is rewarding. 
A donation from you will enable a young beneficiary reach for excellence and stay 

relevant in the arts. Together, let us build an inclusive society where all abilities are 
recognised. Below are some ways you can donate.

All donations above $10 will qualify for 2.5 times tax benefits. Your full NRIC number or UEN 
(for company donation) is required for us to file said benefits on your behalf.

We welcome all individuals and corporates who would like to fundraise in our name or adopt 
us as a charity partner in your CSR programme. If you also have other ideas on how you would 

like to contribute to a more inclusive arts ecosystem, get in touch at donate@artdis.org.sg 

Volunteers are a key asset to a small 
charity like ours. Their commitment, 
time and skills enable us to run 
more programmes and organise 
more opportunities for our artists. 

We are always on the look-out for 
more to join our family. Find out 
more at artdis.org.sg/volunteer

14 15

Cheque
• Write cheque to ‘ARTDIS 

(Singapore) Ltd’ with your full 
name, NRIC and contact number 
on the back for tax exemption.

• Head to our Bedok centre and 
pass the cheque to a staff OR 
mail the cheque to:

   
    ART:DIS @ Bedok
    133 Bedok North Avenue 3
    #01-138 Singapore 460133
    Attn to: Finance Dept

Giving.sg
• Visit bit.ly/givingsg-ARTDIS

• Select the amount to donate.

• You would then be prompted to 
log in via Facebook or email.

• Choose credit card payment, 
Grab Pay or ENets.

• Complete the transaction by 
filling up required details for tax 
exemption.

Paynow
• Open your banking application.

• Key ‘199500567G’ for UEN or scan the 
following QR Code.

   
   

• Type in amount and complete the 
transfer.

• Email donate@artdis.org.sg, with 
subject header as ‘GD-Paynow’ for tax 
exemption, including:

   – Paynow username
   – Name as per NRIC 
   – NRIC number
   – Donation amount
   – Date of transfer

https://www.thegallery.artdis.org.sg/urbancolours
http://artdis.org.sg/volunteer
https://www.giving.sg/artdis-singapore-ltd/givetoartdis


@art.dis.singapore

@art.dis.singapore

www.artdis.org.sg
ART:DIS @ Bedok
133 Bedok North Avenue 3 #01-138 
Singapore 4601335

ART:DIS @ Changi
5 Changi Business Park Central 1, 
Changi City Point #03-01
Singapore 486038

FOR PROGRAMME ENQUIRIES
Email general@artdis.org.sg

FOR DONATION OR CSR PARTNERSHIP
Email donate@artdis.org.sg

FOR VOLUNTEERING ENQUIRIES
Email serene@artdis.org.sg

FOR MEDIA ENQUIRIES
Email sabrina@artdis.org.sg

FOR COLLABORATIONS
Email general@artdis.org.sg

FOR COMMISSIONED PROJECTS AND ARTWORK ENQUIRIES
Email sales@artdis.org.sg
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